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Abstract—This paper studies multiple-input multiple-output multiple
access wiretap channels (MAC-WT) where an eavesdropper tries to tap the
communication between multiple legitimate transmitters and a legitimate
receiver. In this system, we propose precoder optimization methods at the
transmitters in order to maximize the sum secrecy rate performance. Although this problem can be solved by the well-known difference of convex
(DC) programming, we present a more efficient algorithm whose computational complexity is much lower than that of the conventional DC approach.
By investigating the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, it is confirmed that
the proposed low-complexity algorithm achieves the same performance
as the conventional DC method. Our analysis also reveals that the proposed algorithm ensures global optimality for multiple-input single-output
MAC-WT cases, while binary power control is optimal for single-input
multiple-output scenarios. Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of
the proposed precoding methods.
Index Terms—Multiple access wiretap channel (MAC-WT), MIMO systems, secrecy rate maximization.

I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication systems, information signals are
vulnerable to eavesdropping due to the broadcast nature of electromagnetic waves. To address such a security issue and achieve
a higher level of secrecy, physical layer security designs have
garnered a lot of interests [1]. For such designs, an important
objective is to identify the secrecy capacity which is defined
by the maximum achievable rate between legitimate transmitters and legitimate receivers without leaking any information to
eavesdroppers.
Ever since the wiretap channels were introduced by Wyner [2],
the research has evolved into more dynamic network topologies
such as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [3]–[5]
and multi-user channels. In MIMO broadcast wiretap channels
(BC-WT) where a single transmitter supports multiple legitimate
receivers simultaneously, the secrecy capacity region was investigated in [6]. The authors in [7] examined the secrecy capacity region for the MIMO BC with confidential messages where
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each legitimate receiver is considered as a potential eavesdropper.
Based on these theoretical results, [8] and [9] proposed linear precoding methods in the MIMO BC-WT for improving the secrecy
rate performance. Recently, secure beamforming algorithms were
proposed in heterogeneous downlink networks [10].
Also, multiple access wiretap channels (MAC-WT) have been
studied in [11]–[18] where a single legitimate receiver receives
signals from multiple legitimate transmitters. Unlike the BC systems, however, the secrecy capacity regions of the MAC-WT
are still unknown even in a single antenna setup. In single-input
single-output (SISO) MAC with an eavesdropper, it was shown in
[11] that a secrecy rate region is achieved by Gaussian signalling
at the transmitters with the superposition coding. In addition, the
authors in [13] and [14] found an achievable rate-equivocation region for two-transmitter SISO MAC with confidential messages.
The cognitive MAC with confidential messages were considered
in [15] in which two transmitters send common information to
a legitimate receiver while one transmitter also has confidential information. By extending these results, the secure degrees of
freedom analysis was studied in SISO MAC-WT [16] and MIMO
MAC-WT [17] [18], respectively. However, precoder designs for
the Gaussian MIMO MAC-WT have not been addressed yet.
In this paper, we investigate an efficient precoder optimization
method for the MIMO MAC-WT where multiple legitimate transmitters, a legitimate receiver, and an eavesdropper are equipped
with multiple antennas. Such a scenario is important for improving the secrecy of mobile users. Assuming the superposition coding scheme [12] at the transmitters, we formulate a sum secrecy
rate maximization problem which is generally non-convex. To
solve the problem, we first present the well-known majorization
minimization (MM) algorithm based on the difference of convex (DC) approach. Although this conventional MM algorithm
provides good performance, its complexity becomes prohibitive
when the number of the transmitters and the antennas get larger.
To tackle this issue, we propose a low complexity precoding
algorithm for the sum secrecy rate maximization problem. By examining the Karuch-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, it is mathematically verified that the proposed algorithm achieves the same
performance as the MM algorithm. Also, we confirm that the proposed scheme requires much lower complexity and faster convergence rate compared to the MM algorithm. Furthermore, we show
that the proposed low complexity algorithm provides the globally
optimal point for multiple-input single-output (MISO) MAC-WT
scenarios. Our analysis also reveals that binary power control becomes the optimal transmission strategy in single-input multipleouput (SIMO) MAC-WT. Finally, simulation results demonstrate
that the superposition coding combined with the proposed precoding algorithms outperform conventional schemes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present a system model for MIMO MACWT in the presence of an eavesdropper as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In this configuration, K legitimate transmitters, each of which is
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TABLE I
ALGORITHM 1: MM ALGORITHM
(n )

Initialize n = 0 and Q i for i = 1, · · · , K .
Repeat
Set n ← n + 1.
Solve problem (3) by the interior point method.
(n )
Until {Q i } converge

Fig. 1.

Schematic diagrams for multi-user MIMO MAC-WT.

equipped with NT antennas, want to secretly communicate with a
legitimate receiver having NR antennas, i.e., we consider uplink
networks. At the same time, the eavesdropper with NE antennas,
which is assumed to have the same level of information and
decoding capability as the legitimate receiver, tries to intercept
the legitimate transmitters’ messages.
Let us define Hi ∈ C N R ×N T and Gi ∈ C N E ×N T as the channel matrix from transmitter i to the receiver and the eavesdropper, respectively. The elements of the channel matrices {Hi }
and {Gi } are independent and identically distributed complex
zero mean Gaussian random variables with variance 1 and β ,
respectively, where β equals the channel gain between the legitimate transmitters and the eavesdropper. Then, the received
×1
and at the eavesdropper
signals at the receiver yR ∈ C N R
N E ×1
yE ∈ C
are given by yR = K
i=
1 Hi xi + nR and yE =
K
N T ×1
G
x
+
n
,
where
x
∈
C
∼
CN (0, Qi ) represents
i
i
E
i
i= 1
the transmitted signal at transmitter i with Qi ∈ C N T ×N T being
the transmit covariance matrix, and nR ∈ C N R ×1 ∼ CN (0, IN R )
and nE ∈ C N E ×1 ∼ CN (0, IN E ) indicate the complex Gaussian noise at the receiver and at the eavesdropper, respectively.
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the perfect knowledge
for {Hi } and {Gi } is available at the legitimate receiver.1
In this paper, we aim to maximize the sum secrecy rate for
the MIMO MAC-WT by jointly optimizing each transmitter’s
covariance matrix Qi for i = 1, · · · , K . When the superposition
coding scheme is employed at the legitimate transmitters, the
achievable sum secrecy rate maximization problem for the MIMO
MAC-WT can be formulated as [11]2




K
K






H


I
max log IN R +
Hi Qi HH
−
log
+
G
Q
G
N
i
i
i 
i 
E

{Q i }
i= 1

i= 1

s.t. 0  Qi  Si , i = 1, · · · , K,

(1)

1 The eavesdropper’s channel {G } can be estimated at the legitimate nodes
i
utilizing the torch aided estimation methods in [19].
2 Throughput this paper, we consider the collective secrecy constraint defined
in [11] and [12] which guarantees the secrecy of any group of transmitters, and
thus it is suitable for the multiple access nature.

where Si ∈ C N T ×N T accounts for a fixed positive semi-definite
matrix. Here, the constraint Qi  Si stands for the input covariance matrix constraint [7], [20]–[22] which imposes a constraint
on the shape of the transmit covariance matrix. Note that the input covariance matrix constraint is a general power constraint including the average power constraint and the per-antenna power
constraint. Problem (1) is in general non-convex and thus it is
difficult to obtain the optimal solution. In the following, we first
introduce the conventional DC programming methods for solving (1) in Section III. Then, a low complexity algorithm will be
proposed in Section IV. Also, the global optimality for problem
(1) will be discussed.

III. MAJORIZATION MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly describe the DC programming
approach for problem (1). One can easily check that the objective function in (1) is thedifference of two concave funcH
tions f ({Q})  log |IN R + K
i= 1 Hi Qi Hi | and g({Qi }) 
K
log |IN E + i= 1 Gi Qi GH
i |. Therefore, we can find a local optimal solution for the problem in (1) by employing the DC programming techniques, e.g., the MM algorithm [23]. At the n-th
iteration in the MM algorithm, we first apply the first-order Taylor series approximation to the non-convex term g({Qi }) in (1)
(n −1)
(n −1)
as g({Qi })  g̃({Qi
}, {Qi }), where g̃({Qi
}, {Qi }) is
(n −1)
} equals a
defined in (2) on the bottom of the page, and {Qi
solution from the MM algorithm at the (n − 1)-th iteration.
(n )
Then, the covariance matrix {Qi } at the n-th iteration can
be obtained by solving the following problem:
(n )

(n −1)

{Qi } = arg max f ({Qi }) − g̃({Qi
{Q i }

}, {Qi })

s.t. 0  Qi  Si , i = 1, · · · , K.

(3)

It is easy to check that problem (3) is convex, and thus the interior point method [24] can readily compute the globally optimal
(n )
solution. The foregoing procedures are repeated until {Qi }
converges. The MM algorithm for the sum secrecy rate maximization problem (1) is summarized in Table I.
We can prove that Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary point
of problem (1), i.e., a locally optimal solution can be obtained
[23]. Also, note that the complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated

⎛⎛
⎞
⎞−1


K
K
K






⎜⎝
⎟

(n −1)
(n −1) H⎠
(n −1)
(n
−1)
g̃({Qi
}, {Qi })  tr ⎝ IN E +
Gj Qj
Gj
Gi (Qi − Qi
)GH
Gi Qi
GH
i ⎠+ logIN E +
i . (2)


j =1

i=1

i=1
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TABLE II
ALGORITHM 2: PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Initialize Q i for i = 1, · · · , K .
Repeat
For i = 1 : K 

Set Z R =IN R + j = i H j Q j H H
G Q GH
j and Z E =I N E +
j .
j = i j j





H


Obtain Q i = arg max log Z R + H i Q i H H
i −log Z E + G i Q i G i .
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problem (1), we can prove that strong duality is satisfied [22].
Thus, the KKT conditions are necessary for the optimal covariance matrix Qi [24], which are written by

HH
i

IN R +

K


Hj Qj HH
j

Hi + Ψi

j=1

0 Q i S i

End
Until {Q i } converge

−1

= GH
IN R +
i

K


Gj Qj GH
j

−1

Gi + Φi , ∀i, (6)

j=1

by solving the convex problem in (3), whose complexity is given
by O(K 2 NT7 ) [24]. Then, denoting LM M as the number of iterations, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 1 can
be expressed as O(LM M K 2 NT7 ).

IV. PROPOSED LOW COMPLEXITY ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a low complexity algorithm for the
sum secrecy rate maximization problem (1) that achieves the same
local optimal performance with the MM algorithm in the previous
section. Furthermore, the globally optimal solutions are provided
for both MISO and SIMO scenarios as special cases. In order
to efficiently solve problem (1), we first consider a single user
MIMO wiretap scenario [20], whose secrecy rate maximization
problem is written as

max log |ZR + HQHH | − log |ZE + GQGH |,

0 Q S

(4)

where ZR ∈ C N R ×N R and ZE ∈ C N E ×N E are arbitrary noise
covariance matrices at the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper, respectively.
Then, the optimal solution Q for (4) is given by [20]
−1 H 1/ 2
Q = S1/ 2 C1 (CH
,
1 C1 ) C1 S

(5)

where C1 ∈ C N T ×b consists of the first b columns of C ∈
C N T ×N T which equals the generalized eigenvector matrix
1/ 2
1/ 2
+ IN T , S1/ 2 GH Z−1
+
of a pencil (S1/ 2 HH Z−1
R HS
E GS
IN T ). Here, b represents the number of generalized eigenvalues
that are greater than 1.
By employing this single user solution, we propose an iterative process based on the block coordinate descent frameworks
[25] which solves the multi-user MIMO MAC-WT problem in
(1), and this is summarized in Table II. At each iteration, the
covariance matrix Qi is updated as a single user solution in (5)
by fixing other Qj for j = i. This procedure is repeated until all
the covariance matrices converge.3 In the following lemma, we
prove the convergence behavior of Algorithm 2.
Lemma 1: Algorithm 2 converges to at least a locally optimal
point of problem (1).
Proof: Before showing the convergence of the proposed algorithm, we first check the relationship between problems (1)
and (4). It is worthwhile noting that despite the non-convexity of
3 In practice, the covariance matrices can be computed at the legitimate receiver and then informed to the legitimate transmitters by employing the methods
developed for the BC-WT [6].

Ψi Qi = 0, Φi (Si − Qi ) = 0, Ψi

0, Φi

0, ∀i

(7)

where Ψi and Φi are the optimal dual variables associated with
the constraints Qi 0 and Qi  Si , respectively.
It can be shown that the KKT conditions in (6) and (7) for the
multi-user MIMO MAC-WT become equivalent to those of the
single user wiretap channel problem in (4) by setting the noise
covariance matrices as

ZR = IN R +


j = i

Hj Qj HH
j and ZE = IN E +



Gj Qj GH
j .

j = i

Therefore, for given {Qj } for j = i, the solution Qi of the
multi-user problem (1) can be computed from (5).
Based on this result, we can provide the convergence behavior of Algorithm 2. At each iteration, Algorithm 2 updates the
covariance matrix Qi from (5), which satisfies the necessary
KKT conditions. This implies that the objective function in (1)
is non-decreasing with each iteration. Also, it is obvious that the
objective function is upper bounded by a finite value, and thus the
proposed algorithm converges to at least a local optimal point.
This completes the proof.

We now discuss the complexity issue. The complexity of
Algorithm 2 is dominated by the eigenvalue decomposition procedure for K matrices of size NT × NT , which is given by
O(KNT3 ) [26]. Therefore, the overall complexity of the proposed algorithm can be written by O(Lp KNT3 ), where Lp represents the number of iterations for the proposed algorithm,
which is much lower than the complexity of the MM algorithm
O(LM M K 2 NT7 ) presented in Section III. Note that this complexity reduction is attributed to the closed-form expression for
the covariance matrix solution (5). Also, from simulation results,
we will show that the proposed algorithm converges faster than
the MM algorithm, i.e., Lp is smaller than LM M .

A. Global Optimal Solutions for MISO and SIMO Cases
In what follows, we address the globally optimality for the
special cases of MISO and SIMO MAC-WT systems. Let us first
consider the MISO MAC-WT where NR = NE = 1. As stated
in Lemma 1, the proposed algorithm converges to a local optimal
point in general. However, in the following theorem, we can state
the global optimality of the proposed algorithm for MISO MACWT systems.
Theorem 1: When NR = NE = 1, Algorithm 2 converges to
the globally optimal point.
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Proof: For the MISO case, problem (1) can be recast to

max log 1 +
{Q i }

K


hi Qi hH
i


− log 1 +

i= 1

K


gi Qi giH



i= 1

(8)

where hi ∈ C 1×N T and gi ∈ C 1×N T stand for the channel row
vectors from transmitter i to the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper, respectively.
It is confirmed from Lemma 1 that the converged solution of
Algorithm 2 is a local optimal for (8) in general, and satisfies the
KKT conditions (6) and (7), which can be rewritten by

+Ψi

 hH
1+ K
h
Q
j
j j
j=1

=

giH gi

+Φi ,

 gH
1+ K
g
Q
j
j j
j=1

Ψi Qi = 0, Φi (Si − Qi ) = 0, Ψi

0, Φi

∀i, (9)

0, ∀i. (10)

In order to show the global optimality of Algorithm 2 in the MISO
case, in the following, we will prove that the necessary conditions
in (9) and (10) are indeed the necessary and sufficient conditions
for problem (8).
To this end, we reformulate (8) as

H
1+ K
1 hi Qi hi
max
, s.t. 0  Qi  Si , i = 1, · · · , K.
i=
K
H
{Q i } 1 +
i= 1 gi Qi gi
Since the above problem is concave fractional programming, the
globally optimal solution can be found by the Dinkelbach method
[27]. At each iteration of the Dinkelbach method, we solve the
following convex semi-definite programming:

F (λ)  max 1 − λ +
{Q i }

K


H
tr((hH
i hi − λgi gi )Qi ),

i= 1

s.t. 0  Qi  Si , i = 1, · · · , K,

(11)

and the optimal λ is determined by a line search method such
that F (λ ) = 0.
Thus, the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the
original problem (8) can be obtained as

 H

hH
i hi + Γi = λ gi gi + Ωi , ∀i,

Γi Qi = 0, Ωi (Si − Qi ) = 0, Γi
1 − λ +

K


λ =

1+

1+

K
i= 1

h j Q j h H
j

i= 1

g i Q i g iH

K

. Substituting this into (12), (12)–(14) can

be simplified as

s.t. 0  Qi  Si , i = 1, · · · , K,

hH
i hi

optimality conditions, and thus it is the globally optimal solution for problem
(1) when NR = NE = 1. From (14), we have


(12)

0, Ωi

0, ∀i, (13)

 H

tr((hH
j hj − λ gj gj )Qj ) = 0,

(14)

i= 1

where Γi and Ωi are the optimal dual variables of problem
(11) when λ = λ , which correspond to the constraints Qi 0
and Qi  Si , respectively. Note that (12) and (13) are the KKT
conditions of the convex problem (11) that has zero duality gap
[24], and (14) comes from the condition F (λ ) = 0.
Now, we will show that the necessary optimality conditions
(9) and (10) are indeed equivalent to the necessary and sufficient conditions (12)–(14). This reveals that the converged solution of Algorithm 2 always satisfies the necessary and sufficient

Ω
Γ
giH gi
hH
i hi
+ i , ∀i, and (13), (15)
+ i =
K
α
α
α
1 + j = 1 gj Qj gjH

 H
where α  1 + K
j = 1 hj Qj hj .
In addition, combining (9) and (15), we obtain
αΨi = αΦi + Γi − Ωi .

(16)

Then, based on (10), (13), and (16), it is easily verified that the
conditions (9) and (10) become equivalent to (12)–(14) if the dual
variables Ψi and Φi are respectively given by

Ψi = (Γi + Ni )/α and Φi = (Ωi + Ni )/α,

(17)

Ni Qi

= 0 and Ni Si = 0.
where Ni fulfills
To prove the relationship in (17), we investigate the complementary slackness conditions Ψi Qi = 0 and Γi Qi = 0. By
employing (16), the matrix (Ψi − Γi )Qi can be computed as
(Ψi − Γi )Qi = ((1 − α)Ψi + αΦi − Ωi )Qi
= (αΦi − Ωi )Qi = (αΦi − Ωi )Si , (18)
where the equalities in (18) comes from (10) and (13). Due to
the fact Ψi Qi = Γi Qi = 0, (18) must be a zero matrix for any
given Si 0. For this reason, it follows αΦi − Ωi = Ni , and
combining this and (16) results in (17). Therefore, the necessary
conditions (9) and (10) and the necessary and sufficient conditions
(12)–(14) are the same.
Next, we consider another important special case of SIMO
MAC-WT systems where each legitimate transmitter has a single
antenna. In this case, the problem in (1) reduces to




K
K








H
H
max log IN R +
qi h̃i h̃i  − logIN E +
qi g̃i g̃i  (19)


{0≤q i ≤s i }
i= 1

i= 1

where qi is the transmit power of transmitter i, h̃i ∈ C N R ×1 and
g̃i ∈ C N E ×1 stand for the channel column vectors from transmitter i to the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper, respectively,
and si accounts for the maximum power constraint at transmitter i. In the following theorem, we provide the globally optimal
solution for problem (19).
Theorem 2: The optimal solution for (19) is obtained by either
qi = 0 or qi = si .
Proof: Let us define the objective function in (19) as R({qi }).
We first show that R({qi }) is either increasing or non-increasing
on each qi . By differentiating R({qi }) with respect to qi and
applying some manipulations, it follows
−1
g̃iH B−1
h̃H
∂R({qi })
i Ai h̃i
i g̃i
=
−
, (20)
H B−1 g̃
−1
∂qi
1
+
q
g̃
1 + qi h̃H
A
h̃
i i
i
i
i
i
i

Ai  IN R + j = i qj h̃j h̃H
and
B i  IN E +
where
j

H
H −1
H −1
j = i qj g̃j g̃j . One can check that if h̃i Ai h̃i > g̃i Bi g̃i ,
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then the gradient in (20) becomes positive, which implies
that R({qi }) is an increasing function on qi . Otherwise, if
∂ R ( {q i })
−1
H −1
≤ 0. Therefore, with
h̃H
i Ai h̃i ≤ g̃i Bi g̃i , we have
∂ qi
given {qj } for j = i, the objective function in (19) is either
increasing or non-increasing for qi .
Next, by contradiction, we will show that the optimal solution for problem (19) can be expressed as either qi = 0
or qi = si . Suppose that the optimal solution is obtained as
0 < qi < si for some i. Then, we can increase the objective func−1
H −1
tion in (19) by setting qi = si if h̃H
B̂i g̃i , where
i Âi h̃i > g̃i


H
Âi  IN R + j = i qj h̃j h̃j and B̂i  IN E + j = i qj g̃j g̃jH ,
since the objective function in (19) is an increasing function
−1
H −1
in this case. Also, when h̃H
i Âi h̃i ≤ g̃i B̂i g̃i , we can set the

optimal qi as qi = 0 without decreasing R({qi }). This contradicts the assumption 0 < qi < si , and thus the optimal solution
for (19) is achieved by either qi = 0 or qi = si . This completes
the proof.

Theorem 2 indicates that in the SIMO MAC-WT case, the
optimal transmit power allocation strategy at the legitimate transmitters is binary power control. Note that Theorem 2 extends the
results for the SISO MAC-WT systems considered in [11]. Based
on this theorem, the optimal solution qi for (19) can be found by
searching over 2K − 1 candidates.
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Fig. 2. Convergence behavior of the MM algorithm and the proposed scheme
with SNR = 10 dB and β = 1.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results evaluating the
performance of the proposed algorithms. In the simulations, we
set the input covariance constraint matrices {Si } as Si = S, ∀i,
where S 0 is randomly generated such that tr(S) = P , i.e.,
we consider the average power constraint. Then, the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is defined as P . For convenience, we adopt
the notation (NT , NR , NE , K) to represent a K -user MAC-WT
with NT , NR , and NE being the number of antennas at legitimate transmitters, a legitimate receiver, and an eavesdropper,
respectively.
Fig. 2 compares the convergence behavior of the MM algorithm
and the proposed algorithm for SNR = 10 dB and β = 1. We
can see that the proposed algorithm converges faster than the
MM algorithm, while two algorithms exhibit the same average
sum secrecy rate performance. This means that the proposed
algorithm reduces both the computational complexity and the
required number of iterations. In a (4, 4, 4, 4) system, the proposed
algorithm achieves about 92 % reduction in terms of the average
running time.
Fig. 3 depicts the average sum secrecy rate performance as a
function of SNR with β = 2 for various antenna configurations.
Here, the naive precoding method chooses the covariance matrix
as Qi = Si which is optimal for Gi = 0, i.e., when there is no
eavesdropper. In addition, the TDMA scheme determines each
legitimate transmitter’s optimal covariance matrix from (5) and
identifies the optimal transmit time duration by numerical line
search as in [11]. It is observed that the naive precoding exhibits
the worst performance in all cases. When the legitimate nodes
have multiple antennas, the proposed algorithm outperforms the
TDMA scheme, while two schemes have similar performance

Fig. 3.
β = 2.

Average sum secrecy rate performance as a function of SNR with

in a SISO system (1, 1, 1, 2) [11]. Also, as we can see from the
curve of a (2, 2, 2, 2) system, the proposed algorithm substantially
improves the secrecy performance compared to the SISO MACWT even when the eavesdropper has multiple antennas. These
observations indicate that unlike the SISO MAC-WT in [11], the
proposed scheme is crucial in the MIMO MAC-WT for enhancing
the sum secrecy rate performance.
In Fig. 4, we plot the average sum secrecy rate performance
as a function of the number of antennas N = NT = NR with
NE = 3, K = 2, and SNR = 10 dB. We can see that the performance gap between the proposed algorithm and the TDMA
increases as the number of antennas grows. It is emphasized that
a performance gain over the naive precoding for β = 1 and 2
equals 27% and 49% when N = 7, respectively. Therefore, we
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Fig. 4. Average sum secrecy rate performance as a function of the number of
antennas with N E = 3, K = 2, and SNR = 10 dB.

can conclude that the proposed precoding is more efficient when
the channel gain (or path gain) of the eavesdropper is larger than
that of the legitimate receiver.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied low complexity precoding methods for MIMO MAC-WT which maximize the sum secrecy rate
performance. By examining the KKT conditions, it has been
shown that the proposed precoding scheme achieves the same
performance as the conventional MM algorithm with much reduced complexity. We have also provided the global optimal
solutions for MISO and SIMO MAC-WT cases. Simulation results have confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed precoding
algorithm.
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